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ABSTRACT
Let X be a topological space, f:X—»X a homeomorphism. Denoting
by Rj the equivalence relation on Xxl generated by requiring
(x,l) s (f(x),0)(mod Rf), we may consider the quotient space (XxD/R^,
which ve call the torus-like space determined by X and f, and denote
by (X,f). Such a method of constructing topological spaces generalizes
a problem arising in the study of Hilbert fundamental domains (Cohn (1))
in which the space X is a torus T, and f a homeomorphism fA induced in a
natural way on T by a 2x2 matrix A with integer entries and determinant
•1. This situation suggests investigation of the relationship between
algebraic properties of the matrix A and topological properties of
(T,fA>.
In Chapter I, the point-set-topological properties of the spaces
(X,f) are studied, and results giving sufficient conditions (expressed
as conditions on the homeomorphism f) for the homeomorphism of these
spaces are obtained* Specialized to the case of the Hilbert-domain
problem, these conditions read:
*

1. If A, B are integrally similar matrices, then

<TffA)3£ (T,fB).
2. For any matrix A,(T,fA) 2 (T,fA_i).
The problem of finding necessary conditions for the homeomor
phism of torus-like spaces seems to be much more difficult. Partial
results are obtained, in Chapters II, III, and IV, in the nature of
determination of the homotopy groups for path-connected torus-like
vi

vii

spaces , and of the singular homology groups for the Hilbert-domain case.
Since the hotnotopy invariants are, a priori, topological invariants,
homeomorphism of torus-like spaces necessarily entails isomorphism of
these groups.

Chapter V is devoted to a discussion of certain number-

theoretic matters which enter into the classification problem for the
Hllbert-domain spaces, and an indication that a more detailed study of
the fundamental group of these spaces may yield useful information re
garding the classification problem.

Chapter I. Torus-like spaces.
0. Introduction*
The following problem arises in the study of Hilbert fun
damental domains (Cohn (1)).
quotient space of

The torus, T, can be taken to be the

, Euclidean 2-space, with respect to the equiva

lence relation E, where (x,y) E (x',y')(mod E) if and only if
x = x*(mod 1) and y = y'(mod 1). We denote the equivalence class of
(x,y) by

{(x,y)} . Letting I be the closed unit interval, and

/a b\
A -(
) be a 2x2 matrix with integer entries whose determinant is
\c d /
"tl (A is said to be unimodular), we can generate an equivalence rela
tion Q on TXI by requiring ({(x,y)l"»l) S(£(ax+by, cart-dy)} ,0)(mod Q).
What relationship exists between the algebraic classification of the
matrix A (e.g., its similarity class) and the topological type of the
quotient space (Txl)/Q ?
The problem can be generalized. If X is an arbitrary topo
logical space, f:X—>X a homeomorphism, and I the closed unit inter
val , let Q be the equivalence relation on Xxl generated by requiring
(x ,1) = (f(x),0)(mod Q).

We can study the relationship between the

map f and the topological type of the quotient space (XXI)/Q. In
Section 1, we show that the Hilbert-domain problem is a special case
of the more general one, with X the two-dimensional torus, and f a
homeomorphism arising naturally from the matrix A.
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We will begin by studying the more general problem about which
considerable information can be obtained; in Section 3, we specialize
to the problem involving the matrix, where we obtain the results;
Theorem 3.1. If A, B are two matrices which are integrally similar
(i.e., A « PBP'l, where P is unimodular with integer entries) , then the
quotient spaces are homeomorphic;
Theorem 3.2. The quotient spaces obtained from a matrix A and from its
inverse are homeomorphic.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the investigation of
the problem of necessary conditions for the homeomorphism of torus-like
spaces. This problem is attacked by finding various homotopy invari
ants of those spaces. In Chapter II and Chapter III we determine the
fundamental group and the higher homotopy groups for the more general
problem; in Chapter IV the (integral) homology groups are computed for
the Hilbert-domain problem.
In Chapter V the possibility of applying these results to ob
tain a classification of the spaces of the Hilbert-domain problem in
terms of their defining matrices is discussed. Various numbertheoretic considerations seem to be involved here, in addition to the
algebraic and topological methods employed in the earlier chapters , and
we have no conjecture at present regarding the solution of this classi
fication problem*

1. Definition of torus-like spaces.
We shall need the following result from point-set topology.
Proposition 1.1. Let X be any topological space, R an equivalence
relation on X and k:X—=>X/R the canonical map.

If f:X—>Y is a map

such that k(x) • k(x') implies f(x) » f(x'), then f induces a unique
map g:X/R—>Y such that gk •» f.
A proof may be found in Hilton and Wylie (8), page 28,
Proposition 1.5.6.
As in the preceding section, we take the torus, T, to be
R 2/E, and we let q:R 2—>T be the canonical map. A 2x2 unimodular
/a b\
matrix A - (
I with integer entries represents the linear trans\c d/
formation FA:R^—>R^ given by FA(x,y) = (ax+by, cx+dy). The trans2
formation FA is a continuous function from R'
to R 2.

Theorem 1.2. The transformation FA induces a map fA:T—>T such that
fA(q(x,y)) = q(ax+by, cx+dy). The map fA is a homeomorphism and
"a)"1 - fA-lProof: Since a, b, c, d are integers, if q(x,y) • q(x' ,y'), then
qFA(x,y) • qFA(x',y'). Thus, by Proposition 1.1, the map repre
sented by the dotted arrow in the diagram

3

exists and is unique. This is the map f^. Since fAq » q*A»
fA(q(*»y)) - q(flx+by, cx+dy).
The matrix A is unimodular, and therefore A~* is unimodular
and has integer entries. The linear transformation Fa_^:r2—>r2
is the inverse of FA«

R2

We have the diagram

FA
——»r2

FA_I = (FA)-1

±

FA
»r2

>R2

f A-l

in which each square is commutative.
t

Since ^.J^A

by the uniqueness of the induced map fA-i^A *-s

^entity

on

identity on T»

similarly fAfA«i is the identity on T. Thus fA is invertible, and
therefore a homeomorphism and (fA)-1 - ^A-l
Q.E.D
We can now restate the Hilbert-domain problem.

Given a 2x2

unimodular matrix A with integer entries, there is associated a homeo
morphism fA:T—>T.

Let Q be the equivalence relation on Txl generated

by requiring (q(x,y),1) = (fA(q(x ,y)),0)(mod Q). The quotient space
(Txl)/Q is the space which was defined in the preceding section.
Notice that if A is the identity matrix, then (TXI)/Q is the

3-dimenslonal torus. The generalization of this method of forming
topological spaces that we shall consider is given by the following
definition.
Definition. Let X be a topological space, f:X—*X a homeomorphism,
and let R^ be the equivalence relation on Xxl generated by requiring
thut (x,l) •: (f(x),0)(mod Rf). The quotient space (Xxl)/Rf we shall
call the torus-like space determined by X and f, and we shall write
(X,f) instead of (X*I)/Rf.

2. Point-set topological properties of torus-like spaces.
Definition.

A map f:X—>Y is closed if f(C) is closed for every closed

set C^s-X.
Lemma 2.1. Let (X,f) be a torus-like space, and let p:Xxl—
be the canonical map. Then p is a closed map.
Proof:

Let CCLXxl be closed.

It is sufficient to show that p"^(p(C))

is closed in Xxl. Let p^iXxi—>X be the projection. Then pi|(Xx {l_} )
and pjJ(Xx {o}) are homeoroorphisms. Also, X* {l} and Xx {o} are
closed in Xxl, since their complements are open. Thus,
and

• cAOtx £lj-)

= cA(XX £o ) are both closed in Xxl and therefore

is closed

in Xx(0 and C0 is closed in Xx(o>. Thus, p1(C1) and P^C^) are
both closed in X, so fCp^CCj)) and f-1(p^(Co)) are closed in X, since f
is a homeoniorphiso.

It follows that f(pi(Cj))x

and

f*l(p^(CQ))x £l} are both closed in Xxl. But
p-l(p(C)) - cUfCPiCcpjx (o) U £"1(P1(C0))*(x} , and
since the finite union of closed sets is closed, p"*(p(C)) is closed.
Q.E.D.

Let

f

a(A

be a collection of topological spaces.

topologize Y » U.Ya as follows:
A

We may

A subset X^Y is open if and only if

xHYa is open in Ya, for all acA. With this topology, Y is called the
topological sum of the collection -(_YaJ a€A •

6
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Letmwa 2.2. Let X be a topological space, f:X—>X a homeomorphism.
= X* fO,l|
, Y2
and Y2»

a

Let

Xx f2,3"| , and let Y be the topological sum of Y^

Let R be the equivalence relation on Y generated by requiring
ft*.

that (x,l) 5 (f(x),2)(mod R).

Define

map G:Y—^Xx [0,2^ by

a

<GI YJ)(X ,t) - (x,t),
(G|Y2)(x,t) = (f-1(x), t-1).
Then G induces a unique map g:Y/R—-*-Xx[ 0,2"] , and g ia a homeomor
phism.
Proof:

From the definition of G, G(x ,t) » G(x' ,t') if and only if

(x ,t) ~ (x'jt'JOnod R). By Proposition l.l, g exists, and g roust be
injective. Furthermore, G is surjective, so g must be.
suffice to show that g is a closed map.

Hence it will

Let q:Y—»Y/R be the canonical

map. A subset C<S1Y/R is closed if and only if q~l(C) is closed in Y,
that is, if and only if q~*(C)0Yj and q"*(C)f\Y2 are closed in Yj and
Y2 respectively. Now, G(Yj) and G(Y2)

are

and gIY and GW2 ate homeoroorphisms.

Therefore, if CS.Y/R is closed,

J

both closed in Xx £o,2j ,

both G(q-l(C)OY|_) and G(q"1(C)OY2) are closed, and so
G(q"1(C>nY1)ijG(q"l(C)nY2) is closed.

But,

g(C) - G(q"^-(C))

» G(q"1(C)nY1)UG(q"1(C)DY2),

g(C) is closed.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 2.2 remains true if we replace

V 2 ,3 J by [2,3)f and

f.0,2J

[ o ,lj by (0,1 |,

by (0,2) throughout.
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We shall write "X~Y" in place of "X is homeomorphic to Y."
Lemma 2.4. Let Yj = X* \Jo ,1), Y2 = Xx ( 2 ,3 \ , Y3 = Xx \A,5
|, let Y
be the topological sum of Y^, Y2, Y-j, and let f,g:X—>X be two homeomorphlsms.

Let R be the equivalence relation on Y generated by requir

ing that (x,l) ~ (f(x),2)(mod R), (x,3) rr (g(x),4)(mod R). Then the
map H:Y—'Xx |0,3j defined by
(H IYJ)(x,t) = (x ,t) ,
(H|y2)(X ,t) = (f_1(x), t-1),
(H|Y3)(x,t) = (f"lg_1(x), t-2)
induces a unique map h:Y/R—*Xx \ 0 ,3 ^ , and h is a homeomorphism.
Proof:

We have H(x,t) = H(x* ,t') if and only if (x ,t) s (x',t')(mod R)t

so that h exists, is unique, and is injective. That h is surjective
follows from the surjectivity of H, and the proof that h is closed ex
actly parallels the final part of the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Q.E.D.
Definition.

If R,S are two equivalence relations on a set X, we say

that R is a subrelation of S if Ri=.S(CI Xxx).
Definition.

Let R,S be two equivalence relations on a set X, and sup

pose R le a subrelation of S.

If k:X—>X/R (the set of equivalence

classes) ia the canonical function, then we may define an equivalence
relation S/R on X/R as follows:

k(x) =?• k(y)(mod S/R) if and only if

x -- y(mod S). This relation is well defined, since rQ^S.
We shall need the following result from point set topology; a
proof may be found in Gaal (5), page 72, Theorem 1.

Proposition 2.5.

Let R, S be equivalence relations on a topological

space such that R is a subrelation of S. Then X/S and (X/R)/(S/R) are
homeomorphic, and a homeomorphism is obtained as follows.

Let

k:X-—>X/S, m:X—»X/R and n:X/R—*(X/R)/(S/R) be the canonical maps.

We

have the diagram
m
X
k

>X/R
\

n

X/S------->(X/R)V/(S/R)
where the map j exists by Proposition 1.1, and is the desired homeo
morphism.
Lemma 2.6.

Let X be a topologica 1 "space , f,g,h,j:X—^X homeomorphisms

such that f = ghj. Let UL = Xx [o ,1 \ , U2 = Xx
|
2,3
|
, U3 «* Xx|
4,5j ,
and let U be the topological sum of

U3.

Let S be the equiva

lence relation on U generated by requiring (x,l) = (j(x),2)(mod S) ,
(x ,3) = (h(x),4)(mod S), and (x ,5) =• (g(x),0)(mod S). Then (X,f)i U/S.
Proof:

For convenience, we take (X,f) = (Xx [0,3 \ )/Rf • where R^ is

generated by requiring (x,3) "=• (f(x),0)(mod R^). Let R be the subrela
tion of S generated by requiring (x,l) ^ (j(x),2)(mod R) and
(x,3)H (h(x),4)(mod R). Let p:Xx |'o ,3 ]—>(X ,f) , q:U ~>U/R,
r:U—MJ/S , s:U/R-—»(U/R)/(S/R) be the canonical maps,
k:U/S—>(U/R)/(S/R) be the homeomorphism of Proposition 2.5, and let
M:U—VX* \0,3] , m:U/R-*Xx \0,3^

be the map defined in Lemma 2.4

for the homeomorphisms j ,h:X—»X , and its induced homeomorphism.
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We have the diagram
U

-^Xx jo ,3]

U/!

P

\ I
(U/R)/(S/R)

»<x,f)

and must show that the dotted arrow exists and is a homeomorphism.
Suppose that sq(u) » sq(u'), but q(u) ^ q(u'). Then, if u •(x ,t),
u' « (x',t'), we must have either t • 5, t' * 0 or t •0, t1 • 5. It
clearly suffices to consider only the case t • 5, t' * 0. We have
sq<x,S) « sq(x',0), and sq - kr, so kr(x,5) = kr(x* ,0); but k is a
homeomorphism, so r(x,5) » r(x',0), which occurs if and only if
*' " g(x)•

Thus we must check whether pmq(x,5) = pmq(g(x),0), but

since mq « M, we need only see if pM(x,5) " pM(g(x),0).

As defined in

Lemma 2.4, M(x,5) •(j"1h"1(x),3), and M(g(x),0) •(g(x),0); pM(x,5) is
the Rj equivalence class of M(x,5) " (j~*h~l(x),3), which is the same as
the equivalence class of (fJ~lh-l(x),0). However, since f - ghj,
fj~*h""l =• g, and hence pmq(u) " pmq(u'). Therefore, the map we need,
say n, exists.
To show that n is lnjective, It suffices to show that if
pmq(u)

pmq(u'), then sq(u) • sq(u'). We may assume q(u) ^ q(u'), but

pmq(u) • pmq(u'). Then, since m is a homeomorphism, mq(u) f mq(u').
Thus, either mq(u) •(x ,3) and mq(u') - (f(x),0), for some xtX, or
mq(u) • (f(x),0), mq(uf)•(x,3) for some xfcX. It suffices to consider
the case mq(u) » (x,3), mq(u') " (f(x),0). Since mq " M, mq(u) •(x,3)

11

implies u =* (hj(x),5)*, and mq(u') » (f(x),0) implies
u' = (f(x),0) = (ghj(x),0) = (g(hj(*)),0),

Therefore, r(u)"» r(u'), BO

kr(u) *» kr(u'); since sq = kr, sq(u) = sq(u'), and n is injective.
The map n is surjective since both m and p are, and we shall be
through if we can show that it is closed.
closed. Then n(C) «* pm(s~l(C)).

Let C^(U/R)/(S/R) be

Now, s"l(C) is closed by the defini-

tion of the quotient topology, m is a homeomorphism and therefore
closed, and p is closed by Lemma 2.1, and we are done.
O.E.D.
Theorem 2.7.

Let X be a topological space, f,g,h:X—»X homeomorphisms

such that f = ghg"l. Then (X ,f)51 (X ,h).
Proof:

From Lemma 2.6, (X,f)£'u/S, where U is the topological sum of

Uj, U2, U3, with Uj = X* fo ,1 1 , U2 • X* j 213 ,| , U3 - Xx [ A ,5 ] , and S
is generated by requiring (x,l) ^ (g**l(u) ,2)(mod S) ,
(x ,3) =? (h(x),4)(mod S), and (x,5) =? (g(x),0)(mod S). We shall show
that U/S is homeomorphic to (X ,h).

Let a, b be distinct abstract

j

points and let U* - Xx [2, 5/2|
x {a / , u| - Xx [5/2, 3 I x (b . Let W
1

2

be the topological sum o f U 1 P u£, U2, U3, and let T be the equivalence
relation on W generated by requiring (x, 5/2, a) = (x, 5/2, b)(mod T).
Then the map A:W—>U given by

A|Ux

inclusion on Uj

A(U3

inclusion on

(Aju*)(x,t ,a) = (x,t)
(A| u ^)(x,t,b) « (x,t)
induces a homeomorphism

:W/T

*U. There is an equivalence relation K

on W induced by A and S by the rule w r w'(mod K) if and only if
>

A(w) S A(w')(mod S), and T Is a subrelation of K.

Moreover, it is not

difficult to show that W/K-U/S. K is generated by requiring
a) (x, 5/2, a) ==: (x_, 5/2, b)(mod K)
4 •)
b) (x,3,b) » (h(x),4)(mod K)
c) (x ,5)

(g(x),0)(mod K)

d) (x,1) - (g-l(x),2,a)(mod K).
Let L be the subrelation of K generated by requirements c) and
d) above. Then by Proposition 2.5, W/K £ (W/L)/(K/L).
the topological sum of
relation on

NOW, let V be

, U*, and U3. The relation L is the identity

so let L' • LIV, and then W/L is homeomorphic to the

topological sum of U*

and

V/L' (where these spaces are disjoint); for

convenience we take W/L to be this topological sum. Let p:V—^V/L'
be the canonical map. Then the equivalence relation K/L is generated
by requiring
a') p(x, 5/2, a) ==• (x, 5/2, b)(mod K/L)
b') (x,3,b)== p(h(x),4)(mod K/L).
Now, let Q:V—>X* \ 0, 5/2
|be defined by
(QIU^)(x,t,a) - (x,t)
p

(Q|u1)(x,t) » (g-!(x), t+1)
(0|u3)(x,t) - (x, t-4).
Then by Lemma 2.4, Q Induces a homeomorphism q:V/L*—>Xx {0, 5/2 J . We
may therefore take W/L to be the topological sum of ujj and X* [o, 5/2 ]
and the equivalence relation K/L Is generated by requiring
a") qp(x, 5/2, a) » Q(x, 5/2, a) •(x, 5/2) S (x, 5/2, b)(nod K/L)
b") (x,3 ,b) s? qp(h(x),4) - Q(h(x),4) - (h(x),0)(mod K/L).
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Let J be the subrelation of K generated by requirement a")
above; then by Proposition 2.5, (W/L)/(K/L)
Lemma 2.2, (W/L)/J^ X* [0,3 J.

On X* 1.0,3

((W/L)/J)/((K/L)/J).

By

J , the equivalence relation

corresponding to ((K/L)/J) is generated by requiring
b"') (x ,3) = (h(x),0)(mod (K/L)/J), and therefore
((W/L)/J)/((K/L)/J) 2: (X,h). We thus have the string of hotneomorphisms
(X,f) £ U/S £ W/K S(W/L)/(K/L) £ ((W/L)/J)/((K/L)/J)

(X,h).
Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.8.

Let X be a topological space» f:X—*X a , homeomorphism.

Then (X ,f) ~ (X,f"1).
Proof:

Let p:Xxi—»(X, f ) , q:Xxi—> ( x . f ' 1 ) be the canonical maps.

Define r:Xxl—»XxI by r(x,t) •(x, 1-t). We have the diagram
r
Xxl

>XxI

p

q

(x,f)

>(xff-i)

and qr(x,l) » q(x,0) »
qr(f(x),0) - q(f(x),1) = q(f"lf(x),0) » q(x,0).
Hence, Proposition 1.1 applies, and the map represented by the dotted
arrow exists. It is certainly surjective, injectivity follows as in
previous arguments, and , by Lemma 2.1, it is closed.
Q.E.D.

3.

Applications to the case X • T.
If X is the torus , T, and

is the map Induced by the matrix A

as in Section I, the results of Section 2 have convenient interpreta
tions.
Theorem 3.1.

Let A, B, C be 2x2 unimodular matrices with integer

entries such that A - CBC~*. Then (T,f^) 21' (T,f^).
Proof:

We have the diagram
7

**C

r2

I
T

?
>r2

:

*B
?

»T

9 ....
*R2

fC
since (cf. Theorei* 1.2) (Fg)
and

**

>T
fB

FcPDPc-l " f"cBC"l " *A»

FC-1

2
^RZ

>T
(V1

• Fp_j, (f^)

• fQ_j.

Now,

*®y t'ie uniqueness property in Proposition

1.1, we have f^ » ^c^B^C"!*

N°W aPp*y

Theorem 2.7.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2.

Let A be a 2x2 unlmodular matrix with Integer entries.

Then <X,fA) « (X,fA.i).
Proof:

" ^A"*»

80 we

aPply

Theorem 2.8.
Q.E.D.
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Chapter II. The fundamental group of (X,f).
4.

Reduced free products of groups.
The results of this section are taken from Fox(4); proofs and

further details may be found there.
Definition. Let G* ™

{g3 j af^ be any collection of groups, and let H

be an arbitrary group. Suppose there is given a collection
F =»

^fa ^ a(^ of homomorphisms , where ffl:Ga—>H. Then F is called a

homomorphism of G* into H.
Definition. Let G* = tGa^aiA

be a

collection of groups.

A free

product of G* i (H ,F), is a pair consisting of a group H and a homomor.
^
phlsm F:G —*-H such that given any homomorphism E:G ——*K, there exists
a unique group homomorphism (in the usual sense) d:H—*K such that the
diagram
Ga —

is commutative for all aCA. (Alternatively, we may drop uniqueness
and require that the fa(Ga) generate H.)
Proposition 4.1. The free product exists and is unique up to isomor
phism.
A proof may be found in Fox (4), pages 6 and 7.
15
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We shall write GJ*G2 for the free product of the two groups Gj

Definition. The free group on a set X is a pair (G,f), where G is a
group and f:X—>G is a function such that given any function h : X — ,
where H is a group, there is a unique group homomorphisra h*:G—HI such
that the diagram
h
X

G
is commutative. The elements of X are called the generators of G.
Note that the group G is the free product of ^*x}x£X»

w^ere

each Yx

is an infinite cyclic group.
Proposition 4.2. Any group G is a homomorphic image of some free
group (Fox, op.cit.. page 9).
Definition. Let X be the free group on ^ajaCA' and *et
be a non-empty subset of X.

R

" (rb)l*B

Let N be the smallest normal subgroup of X

containing R, i.e., the Intersection of all normal subgroups containing
R. If G is any group isomorphic to X/N (written G^X/N), we shall say
that ( { xa^ ; { r^j- ) is a presentation of G and shall write
G •( I xa} ;

fir|
); Thus a group isomorphic to G is obtained by imb

posing the relations r^ • 1, bCB, on the free group X; for this reason,
the elements r. are called relators.
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Definition. Consider the system of groups and homomorphisms

The reduced free product of this system is a group H and homomorphisms
hj;Gi—*Ht ti2:G2—*"H such that h^f| » 1^2* with the property that given
any group K and homomorphisms k^:Gj—>K, k2:G2—>K ®uch that
k^f|• ^2^2* there exists a unique homomorphlsm m:H—Ml such that
mh|• kj, mh2 ™ k2» !•#•» the diagram

is commutative.
Proposition 4.3. The reduced free product of the system

exists and is unique up to isomorphism. Moreover, if GQ» Gj, G2 have
presentations
G0 -|
((xa i
)
Gi

* < (ycj *

(#d) >

18
G2

" ^ fcn}" »

i^n) ^»

Chen the reduced free product has the presentation
< frc)

VJ

J

{sd} U {tn} (J {fi(xa)(f2<xa»"1})•

Proofs of the various statements of this proposition may be
found in Fox (4), pages 15, 17, and 22. In this reference, our reduced
free product is called the generalized free product.

5. The fundamental group of (X,f).
We shall need the following definitions.
Definition. Two maps fj ,f 2:X—*Y are said to be homotopic.

, ,

if there is a map H:XxI—SY such that H(x,0) • fj(x), H(x,l) • f2(*)•
Then H is a homotopv from fj to f2» or H connects f^t f2*
Definition. If XQ^X,YQ^Y, and f(X0)^Y0, we write f:X ,X0—»Y,Y0.
Then fi~f2:*»Xo—** there is a homotopy H connecting fj, f-2

8uch

that H:XxI,X0xi—»Y,YC.
Definition. If f^^tX—»Y agree on A^X, we say fj^ is homotopic to
*2 rel A (written fj— f2 rel A) if there is a homotopy H from fj to f2
such that H(a,t) • fj(a) for all a«A and all tel.
The fundamental group of a path-connected space may be defined
in the following manner: Let X be a topological space. A path in X is
a map w:I—»-X.

It is a path from w(0) to w(l). Two paths w, v in X

are said to be equivalent if w—v:I—^Xf rel I. The equivalence class
of w will be denoted by

£wj . The product of two paths w, v, such

that w(l)• v(0), Is the path w*v:I—^X defined by
(w*v)(t) - w(2t), O't^
- v(2t-l), inM .
This induces an associative multiplication in the set of equivalence
classes of paths, by the rule

\w

\v J • \w*v] , when w*v Is defined.

The reverse of a path w, w, is the path defined by w(t) • w<l-t).
19
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For any x^X, a path w is a loop on xc if w(0) » w(l) - xQ. Then the
set of equivalence classes of loops on xc (the base point) forms a
group, denoted by ^lCX^x^,), with [*#3

• [l? 3 »

an<* t*1®

identity is

the class of the constant loop on x0. Furthermore, if X is pathconnected, these groups are isomorphic for all choices of the base
point, and if w is a path from

to x^, then [\» ] Induces an isomor

phism ^w]*: "CX.X)—>7fi(*»x0)
J

J

'he rule

Lw 1*( l.v I)" ^w*v*\J J; if u is a path from x^ to Xj, then
I w 1 * lu I * ™

\w*u J •

** *:X—?Y»

then for a«y bas®

point

induces a map f#:/T^(X,xo)—?^(Y,f(x^)) given by f^( J w J) =

*0<X, f
\ fw J .

If X is path-connected, we take the fundamental group of X,
77j(X), to be a group to which all the '#l(X,x0) are isomorphic.
Definition. Two spaces, X, Y, are said to be of the same homotopy type
or homotopically equivalent (written X —Y) if there are maps fsX—*Y,
g:Y—*X such that gf-Ig (the identity map on X), and fg-Iy
Definition. A property of topological spaces is said to be an
invariant of homotopy type if whenever X has this property and X—Y,
then Y also has the property.
Definition. A subspace X0$=-X is a deformation retract of X if there
is a homotopy H:XX1—>X, rel XG, such that H(x,0)• x and H(x,l)eXg» for
all x*X.
We shall use the following results concerning homotopy equiva
lence and the fundamental group.
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Proposition 5.1. The fundamental group of a path-connected space is an
invariant of homotopy type (Hilton and Wylie (8), page 235, Theorem
6.2.7).
Proposition 5.2. If XQ is a deformation retract of X, than X0nX. In
particular, if X is path-connected, ^(X)

(X„) (Eilenberg and

Steenrod (3), page 30, Lemma 11.7).
Proposition 5.3. If X,Y are path-connected spaces, then
'7T1(X*Y)= ^(X)* ^(Y), the direct product of '^(X) and '^(Y)
(Hilton and Wylie, op.cit.. page 242, Theorem 6.4.1).
Corollary 5.4. The fundamental group of the torus is free abelian on
two generators.
Corollary 5.5. For any path-connected space X, ^(Xxi)^"^(X),
i(X*(0,1))= ifi(X).
The principal tool we shall use in the computation of the
fundamental group of a torus-like space,(X,f) is the following pro
position, known as van Kampen's theorem.

The formulation we use is

due to P. Olum (10), page 666, Corollary to Theorem II.
Proposition 5.6. Let X be a path-connected space, A, B path-connected
subsets such that A/lB is path-connected and every point of x lies in
the interior of A or of B. Let XQCA/1b. Then
free product of the system

,T^(X,x )
0

is the reduced

22

free product of the system

where Jj, J 2 're the naps induced by the injection maps of aHb
into A and B, respectively.
Now, let X be a path-connected space, f:X—*X a homeomorphism,
and let p:Xxl-—>(X,f) be the canonical map.

Choose a point X <X, and
Q

take x* - p(x0, 1/2). This will be our base point in (Xtf). Let
A' • Xx(0,l), A • p(A'). Let w be a path in X from f(xQ) to xQ. Let
v' be the path in Xxl given by
o
v^(t) - (f(xc), 2t/3),

O^tM/2

- (w(2t-l), t/3 + 1/6), 1/2 - t- 1,
and v| the path in Xxl given by
v'(t) - (xot (t+l)/2) .
Then

» pv^ and

- PjVj^ are paths in (X,f). Let

B' - v;(I)Uv^(I)Uxx £0, l/3lUx* [2/3,ll , and let
B - p(B') - v0(I)Uvi(I)Up(Xx[o, 1/3]U XX [2/3,ll )• Then
ArtB - vo((0,l3 )Uv1( f0,l))L/p(Xx(0, 1/31UXX [2/3.0). and A, B,
and (X,f) satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 5.6. He shall also
find use for the paths u£, u£ in Xxl defined by
u^(t) - <w(t), (t+2)/6) ,
"!<*> " <*0» (t+3)/6) .
and for u©•pu^ and u^apu[. Figure 1 shows the various paths in Xxl.

Xx -Cl")

Xx {1/3}

Xx £0}

Figure 1. Paths In Xxi,

Let 7T"i(X,x0) •({a v j ; {*,} ), where the

are equivalence

classes of loops on x0. Then
" < iT w 3«.|w]};
where

{L w J *( r )} )

^(X ,*Q)——,f(xQ)) i® the isomorphism induced by

\.w J .
If a^" ^t«.], there is for every b^I a loop t^(b) in Xxi on
the point (xQ ,b) defined by t^(b)(u)•(t^Xu),b), ud. We let
a'(b) - tt.Xb)] , a^(b) - jjpt^(b) j . Similarly, we define w»(b),
w(b) f r^(b), r^(b).
Lemma 5.7.
Proof:

p(Xx

/) is a deformation retract of A.

On A' , p is 1-1, thus a homeomorphism onto'A. Let q:A—>A' be

the inverse of this homeomorphism. Let q':AXI—>A'xl be the map defined
by q'(x,b) •(q(x),b) for xfA.

The homotopy H' « A'xl—*A' defined by

H'((xtb),c) •(x ,(l-c)b+^c) satisfies H'((x ,b),0) - (x ,b), and
H'((x,b),l)f Xx

for all (x,b)CA'; moreover H'((x,%),c)•(x,%) for

all xfX. Hence Xx [%J
retracting homotopy.

is a deformation retract of A' , and H' is the
We have the sequence of maps

Axi-fl^->A'xl—H^A'—B_^A

f

and H • pH'q':Axl—>-A is the retracting homotopy we needed.
QiE«Di
Corollary 5.8.
Proof:

p(Xx

7 TI(A,X*) - (
|
A^CFC) j ;

).

is homeomorphic to X, and the isomorphism of the

fundamental groups induced by the obvious homeomorphism takes

to
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a (%). Since p(Xx

) is a deformation retract of A and contains the

base point x*, we may take 77j(A,x^) = TT^CpCXx -[^3 )i**).
Q«E.D.
Lemma 5.9. 7T^(B,xw)= 7^(X,Xq)*C, where C is an infinite cyclic group.
Proof: Let Bj

a

vQ(I)U Vj(I), and let

B2 - u0(i)UUlr % ,l] U p(X* CO, 1/33 U Xx C 2/ 3 ,l3 ).
Then Bj, B2, ant* ® satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 5.6, with x^
as base point. Moreover, B^ is homeomorphic to the circle, whose fun
damental group is infinite cyclic.

As the generator of 7TJ(BJ,X^) we

take ["o^Uojtvj]Cvq] => d.
Since B^OB2^I, 17i(Bj B2 ,x^) » £l} , the trivial group.
All that remains is to compute /7^(B2>x*). To do this, we show
that uo(I)l^p(Xx £1/33 ) is a deformation retract of B2•

We must de

fine the proper homotopy KJBJ*!—*B2, and we do this as follows;
For Oi:'t^%:

K(p(b,r),t) » p(b,r), if

0<r<k,

K(p(b,r),t) • p(b ,(l-2t)r+2t)), if %<r£l,
For %£t£l: K(p(b,r) f t) = p(b,(2-2t)r4-(2t-l)/3), if 0<r<l/3,
K(p(b,r),t) - p(b,r) , if l/3<r<Jj
K(p(b,r) ,t) - K( P (f(b) ,0) ,t) , if k<r£l.
Then K is continuous since p(b,l) • p(f(b),0); K is the iden
tity on uQ(I)t/p(XxC 1/31 ) for all tt-I; and
K(B2x{!1 ))^ u0(I)l>p(X*£ l/3> ). Thus
/71(B2,x^)~ ?71(uo(I)CyPCXx [1/3}),x+). Hence Tf^B2 ,x^)£ ^(X ,XQ),
and as generators of this group we take all
CufflCw(l/3)]aa,(l/3)i;w(l/3)1[u0] ,
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with the corresponding relators.

The lemma now follows from

Proposition 5.6.

Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.10.

Tfi(AO B ,x*)

^i(X ,x0)*^i(X ,x0).

Proof: Since A/^Bt A ,p restricted to p"*(A/lB) is a homeomorphism
onto ADB. It is easy to see that
uQ(I)^ u^(I)U p(X*

A

1/3 3)f p(Xx {.2/3)) is

a

deformation retract of

B, and an application of Proposition 5.6 gives the result.

For later use, we note that the generators of the first copy of
71J(x ,xQ) can be taken to be all

a^(2/3)Cujl

and those of the

second copy of J7i(X,x0) can be taken to be all
[u0]0(1/3)3 8^1/3)[w(l/3j)[u0] .
Q.E.D.
Now, let iiAOB—>A, j:A/")B—>B be the injections.
determine the maps i*: TT1(A

,x*)

We must

H7^(A,x#) and

j*:TTi(A^B,x*)—>TTj(B,x^) .
It suffices to determine the effect of these maps on the generators
of TT^A/^BX*).
J

Lemma 5.11. i*([uiJai(2/3)Luj]) « ai(^),
i*(Cno;Il>'<l/3)Jai (l/3)Cw (l/3)][ua!) - a^).
Proof: For a path, t, in A, define the path H^(t) as follows:
t is a map I—>A, and we define a map ffc:l2—>A?*I by
ft(x,y) •(t(x),y). Let H be the homotopy defined in the proof of

Lemma 5.7. Then Hft:I^—>A, and H^(t) is the path in A, Hj^(t):I—>A,
defined by H (t)(x) - Hft(x,l). Then H^(t)(I)S p(Xx
is a loop on x*, so is Hj(t), and

\ ), and if t

£Hi(t)J •|t] . Now, Hi(ui) = e,

the constant loop on x*, H^(uQ) » w(^), Hj(w(l/3)) • w(%), and if
£tj• a^(2/3)t

• a^C^). The result follows immediately.
Q.E.D,

Lemma 5.12.

Let b^•[uQl[w(l/3)7 ^^(1/3)[w(l/3)^u07 . Then

J*(tu) - b^ .
Proof:

We may select a representative t^ of b^ such that

t^(I) £ uQ(I)Up(Xx f. l/3> ). Then i*^)•[t^]e7^(B,x*). Since
t^(I)^ B2, as defined in the proof of Lemma 5.9, we are done.
Q.E.D.
Let [t^]=» a^ . Then we write f^ for £ft^J , where f:X—>X
is the homeomorphism used in defining (X,f). We can express f^ as
some product of the [wja

, since these elements generate

77i<X,f(x0)).

Lemma 5.13.

j*([u^ao/(2/3)[ui^]) - d]juolfa)((l/3)[u^d"*, where d is as

defined in the proof of Lemma 5.9.
Proof:

Let z^:I—>B be defined by z^(t) « (xo, (l-t)2/3+t), and let

Zjil—*B be defined by Z2(t) •(f(xQ), t/3). We then have
Lull "[vJC2!] »

Therefore,

and

fvo") |

•

Now» in B»

8^(2/3)^]) = d[uQ][z^Czjl8^(2/3)[zj[z^CuJd*1.
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Now,[ u Q \[z2][z1\ a^(2/3)jzj[Z2][uo] has a representative, t,, such
that tw(I)

B^, as defined in the proof of Lemma 5.9.

Using the homo-

topy K defined in that lemma, for any path t such that t(I)^ B2, we
define a path K^(t) in a manner similar to the definition of the path
H^(t) in Leimna 5.11. From the definition of K, it follows that
[>i< u o>] • C U Q J »

CWJ

-

2^]

B [ e ]' where e is the

loop on p(f(xQ), 1/3), and if [t^/J - ay(2/3), then

constant
" f^(l/3).

The result now follows as in Lemma 5.11.
Q.E.D.
Before stating the main theorem of the section, we review our
notation. We are considering a torus-like space (X,f), with X pathconnected. We have /7 (X ,xQ) » ( £a^ J ; {*v_£ )> where each a^ is an
equivalence class of loops on xo<

If a^ - £fci1 »

an<*

w is a path from

f(xQ) to xo> we write fa^ for £ft^J , and we can express this in terms
of the a's as
r- T
ffl i -[w](TT ^(k,i)>[w J • where each a^ ^ is one of the
given generators of ~/fi(X,x0)
Theorem 5.14.

7/i«X,f)) -( CdjUfcJ ;

), where d is

1
the class of loops defined in the proof of Lemma 5.9, and the indexing
set for 1 is the same as the Indexing set for of. .
Proof:

All that is necessary is to combine Proposition 5.6, Lemmas

5.7 - 5.13, and Proposition 4.3, together with the fact that in a group
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presentation, a relator of the form ab~l, where a, b are generators,
which corresponds to the relation a • bt allows us to drop the genera
tor b and the relator ab~* and replace b with a wherever b appears
in a relator.
Q.E.D.
We shall apply the preceding result to compute the fundamental
group of (T,f) when T is the torus and f is the homeomorphism induced
/a b|

by the unimodular matrix with integer entries A •
| I . By
l e d/
Corollary 5.4, the fundamental group of the torus is free abelian on two
generators. Let q:R^—>T be the canonical map. Since f(q(0,0)) "q(0,0),
we use this point as our base point on the torus, to simplify calcula
tions. Let q(0,0) • pQ. Let x':I—>R^ be defined by x*(t) •(t ,0),
and let y':I-—be defined by y*(t) «• (0,t). Then x • qx' and
y • qy' are loops in T on pD, and X

a

fxJ and Y •[y] generate

^(•r.p^-CCX^JjlXYX-iy-1}). Now, fx - fpx* » pFx', where F:R2—)R2
is the map induced by A.
fined by

2

•

But Fx'cfgj:I—»R , rel I, where

is de

g^Ct) ® (2at,0), if 0^t^%,
- (a ,c(2t-l)), if

Therefore fx • pFx'c=rpg^:I—»T, rel I, and so
easy to see that

£P8I] " XaYC. Similarly,

f fx] • [PS]] » an<*

*-8

• X^V*. We then have
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Theorem 5.15. Let T be the torus, f:T—*T the homeomorphlsm induced by
/a b»
A - !
I , a unimodular matrix with integer entries. Then
Vc d I

Tfi«T,f)) - (fx, Y, z7 ; £XYX"1Y"1, ZX^Z'H"1, zxNW1}).
Proof: Apply Theorem 5.14*
Q.E.D.

Chapter til. Higher homotopy groups of torus-like spaces.
6. Absolute homotopy groups.
We shall need the following results from homotopy theory; for
further details see Hilton (7) or Hu(8).
\

We consider Hilbert space if0 as the metric space consisting of
all sequences of real numbers u ® (Uj,u 2 .,u n ,..such that
00

°o
„ i
4 converges, with the metric given by d(u,v) •(2^un"vn^ ' *
n=l
n»l

The n-cube» In, is that subset of H00 given by
In - [teH00 I

ti< 1, lfiin,^ - 0, i>n}.

Thus the coordinates of points in In are (tj >...,tn ,0,...); unless con
fusion might result, the string of zeros will generally be dropped.
The boundary of In, written In, consists of the points of In for which
at least one t^, if n, is either 0 or 1.
Let Y be a path-connected space and let yQ<eY.

Suppose

f,g:In—>Y such that f(1,t2,... ,tn) « g(0,t2..,tn). Then we define
h:In —*Y by
h(t^,... »t^) ° f(2t^ »tj t •••
e

g(2t-l ,t2,..• »^n) »

® — ^"l"^ ^*
^i

1»

Then h is continuous. We shall write h » f*g. t!ow, let M^Y ,y0) be
the set of all maps In, In—=»Y,y0. Then, if f ,g*Mn(Y ,yQ), f*g is
defined and f*geMn(Y,yD), so that we have a multiplication defined in
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Mj^Y.yo). Let lT n Ct ,y Q ) be the set of all homotopy classes of elements
of MjjCY.yjj) and let £f J be the class of f.
Proposition 6*1. If f,geMn(Y,yQ), then £f*gl depends only on [fj and
[gj (Hilton (7), page 5).
The multiplication defined in ^(Y^y^ thus Induces a multipli
cation in T f n ( Y t y 0 ) .
We define the subcube i" of In to be the set of points
(t^,...,tn) Buch that aj_f.ti--.bj_, where 0 £ aj c. bj_

1 for i » l,...,n.

Then given f£Mn(Y,yo), there exists f'£Mn(Y,y0) such that f'ej^fj and
f'(In-I?) = yQ. We shall say f' results from concentrating f on i".
Now, let ln be another subcube of In given by
1 • l,...,n,
2
such that b^a^ and the interiors of
and I2 are disjoint. We say
I™ lies to the left of

Then, if f ,gOMn(Y,yo) and f', g' arise by

concentrating f, g on i" and I2 respectively, we can define a map
kfcMn(Y,yo) by k
|
I® - f', k 113 - g', k(x) » yQ if xeln- (I? I?).
The proof of the following proposition is then obvious.
Proposition 6.2. k £ |f*g] .
Using this,one can obtain
Proposition 6.3. |f*gj » |]g*fj if n>l.(Hilton, op.cit.. page 7,
Lemma 1.3).
Proposition 6.4. Under the operation of multiplication, the collection
of homotopy classes,Tf n (Y,y Q ) is a group.
(Hilton, op.cit.. page 7, Theorem 1.4).

It is abelian if n>l.
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The group

»yQ) *s

calied

the nt^1 (absolute) homotopy group

°f Y,y0. If n » 1, it Is the fundamental group.

We may also define a

set //o(Y,y0) by taking //^(Y,yQ) to be the set of path-components of Y.
This set has no group structure, but it has a distinguished element,
the path-component containing y Q .

If Y is path-connected, 7/^j0f»yo) ^as

only one element, and we write 7,r0(Y,y0)

11

j_Ojl . Given a map

f:X,x_—>Y,yv0, there is induced a homomorphism f^,: ' f t (X ,x )
u
o
o

*TL(Y ,y )
o

given by f*[g] » [fg] .
We remove the dependence on the base point, yQ, for pathconnected spaces by
Proposition 6.5. For each n> 0, every path w:I—>X gives in a natural
way an isomorphism wR: /7^(X ,Xj)—* ^n^X,xo^ * w^ere

x
=
0

»

xi

" w(l)»

which depends only on the homotopy class of the path w (relative to end
points). If w is the degenerate path w(I) • xQ» then wR is the identity
automorphism. If w, v are paths with v(0) « w(l), then (wv)n • wnvn .
Finally, for each path w:I—*X and each map f:X—>Y, we have a commuta
tive rectangle
w
>^ (X »xo>
n

nn(X.*i>
f*

irn(Y,yi)-

tn

f*
i/
v
»7?n(Y,y0>

where t - fw, y Q • f(xQ), y^ • f(Xj) (Hu (9), page 126, Theorem 14.1).
Proposition 6.6. The homotopy groups are invariants of homotopy type
(Hilton, op.cit.. page 15, Theorem 3.5).

7. Relative homotopy groups.
Let Y0'be a path-connected subspace of Y and let y0eY0. in~l i8
the face of In given by tn = 0; let Jn"^ be the union of the remaining
(n-1)-faces of In, and let Mn(Y,Y0,y0) be the set of all maps
f:In,In

—»Y,Yo,yo. Let T^n(y»^QiyQ) be the set of all homotopy

classes of elements of Mn(Y,Yo,yQ), where the homotopies H are such
that H:Inxi fIn"^xi
cation in

M (Y,Y ,y )
n
Q
0

—>Y,Y<J,y0. If n >•1, we can define multipli
and this multiplication induces a multiplication

in 'Tn(Y,YQ,y0). With this multiplication /Tn(Y,Y0,y0) is a group and
is abelian if n^-3. The procedure mimics that of the preceding section,
except that we only consider subcubes i" whose points (t^,...,tn)
satisfy a^i

" l,...,n-l, and 0 —

•

We

then have

Proposition 7.1. Given ftMn(Y,Y0,yQ), there exists f 'c- ffj such that
f'(In-l") » yQ (Hilton (7), page 16, Lemma 4.1).
Proposition 7.2. Given f ,gcMn(Y,YQ ,yQ), n?2. Suppose f'ejfj, g'ejgl
are concentrated on i", IjJ respectively, where i" lies to the left of I2. We define k«:Mn(Y,YQ ,yQ) in the same manner as for Proposition 6.2.
a

Then kfrff*g} (Hilton, op.cit.. page 16, Lemma 4.2).
Proposition 7.3.

if n>2 (Hilton, op.cit.. page 16,

Lemma 4.3).
Proposition 7.4. Under the operation of multiplication, ^(Y,^Jb) is a
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group if n>,2 t and is abelian if n 7 2 (Hilton, op.clt., Theorem 4.4,
page 17).
Although we cannot give 77i(Y,Y0,y0) a group structure, it will
sometimes be useful to consider the set

,Y0,y0). As in the case of

the absolute homotopy groups , the relative homotopy groups are independ
ent of base point (keeping the base point in YQ) and the relative homo
topy groups are invariants of (relative) homotopy type.
Finally, observe that

/n(Y,y0 ,yQ) - ^n0f »yQ)•

8. The exact homotopy sequence.
The injections Y0,y0—^Y,y0 and Y,yQ,y0~» Y,YQ ,yQ induce maps
u%S*o>yo>—*^<Y'yo>

and

J: /Tn(Y,yQ)—> Trn(Y,Y0,y0) which are homo-

morphisms for n>2 (see Hilton (7), page 34).
We now define the boundary operator d:7/n(Y,YQ ,yQ)—
*
n^l. Let f:In,In~l,Jn——>Y,Y0,y0 be a representative of a class in
TTn(Y,YofyQ). If n • 1, f(I°) is a point of Yc; we take d([fj) to be
t h e p a t h - c o m p o n e n t o f f ( I ° ), w h e r e 1 ° • ( 0 , 0 , . . . ) . I f n > l ,
In"1/r|Jn"X - I""1, and so |
f In-1:In"1 ,In-^-> Y0,y0. We take
d([f]> • [f|
I n " 1 } f 7T n _i( Y 0 »y 0 )•

This

& ives

a

homomorphism, if n>2.

Thus we have the sequence of homomorphisros:
»74»i<Y,Y0)-i-» Trna0)—->Trn(Y> _J ->JY„(Y ,Y0> —..
which terminates in

• • -> ir2(Y,Y0)

T7i<Y0>

l^Tr^Y)

>Tfx(YfY0)

-/ 0

where the last two arrows represent functions, since /TX(Y,Y0) has no
group structure, in general (we drop the base point for convenience).
The sequence is called the homotopy sequence of the pair (Y,YQ).
Proposition 8.1. The homotopy sequence of the pair (Y,YQ) is exact.
A proof may be found in Hilton, op.cit., page 35, Theorem 2.1.
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9. Fiber spaces.
We consider a given map p:E—>B of a space E, called the total
space. into a space B, the base space.
Definition, Let X be a space, f:X—*B a given map. Then a map
f*:X—>E covers f if f - pf*.
Definition. The map p:E—*B has the covering homotopy property for the
space X if for every map f*:X—»-E and every homotopy F:XxI—»B of the
map f • pf*» there is a homotopy F*;Xxi—»E such that F » pF*.
Definition. The map p:E—>B has the polyhedral covering homotopy
property (abbreviated PCHP) if it has the covering homotopy property
for every triangulable space X.
Definition. The map p:E—*B is a fibering if it has the PCHP. The
space E is called a (Serre) fiber space over the base space B, with
projection p:E—»B. For each b£B, p"l(b) is called the fiber over b.
Definition. A map p:E—*B has the bundle property if there is a space
D such that for every point btB there is an- open neighborhood U of b
and a homeomorphism fyiUxD-*p"l(U) such that pf^(t,d) • t, teU, dcD.
The space E is called a bundle space over the base space B relative to
the projection p:E—>B. D is called the director space. the U's are
the decomposing neighborhoods.
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Proposition 9.1. Every bundle space E over B relative to p:E—>B is a
fiber space over B relative to p (Hu (9), page 65, Theorem 4.1).
Proposition 9.2. If f:X—»Y is a fibering and A • f~*(B) and
f(xQ) « Y0£B then the trans formation f^: 77^(X,A,XQ)—*FTN(Y,B,Y0)
is one to one and onto for all n>0 (Hu, op.cit.. page 118, Property VI%
Now, let p:E—>B be a fibering. Choose a point bQ€B such that
p-1(bo) « F is not empty. Choose a point eQ in F. Thus, we obtain a
triple (E,F,e0), whose homotopy sequence is

>7^rt-l<E

»F »e<>>

^n(F'e°>

~>77n(E -eo)

E,F,e0)

<U

The projection p:E—>B defines a map q:E,F,e<j—»B,b0,b0, and if
j:E,eQ,eQ—>E,F,e0 is the injection, then p - qj. By Proposition 9.2,
q*: 77n(E,F,e0)^ T/JjCB.bjj,bQ) " 7^(B,bQ). Let d* - dqj1. Then we can
construct the exact sequence:

Pj,-7/
B
n+1< -v —*->

..P*

.»„)

^
(B,bc)—^->Tro(F,eQ)—W/I0(E,e0),

which is the homotopv sequence of the fibering p:E—>B based at eQ.

10. Application* to torus-like spaces.
We shall compute the higher homotopy groups o£ the torus-like
space (X,f) using fiber-space techniques. The following proposition
will be useful.
Proposition 10.1. Let S* be the 1-sphere.

Then Tt^(S^) "0, n>l.

Proof: This fact is well known; it is quickly proved by noticing that
h:R—&S1 (R the real numbers) given by h(x) • e*x, is a fibering, with
discrete fibers F. Hence, for any e^F, ^n^»eo^ ™
Furthermore, 77n(R,e0) - 0 for n>0, since R is contractible, i.e.,
{eQ5 is a deformation retract of R.

Now apply the exact sequence

for the fibering to obtain
0

*7f„(s*,b>—"'0

for nT 2 and any base point btS*.
Q# E•D.
Lemma 10.2. (X ,f) is a fiber space over S*f and X is homeomorphlc to
the fiber over any point of S*.
Proof: Define g:Xxl—»I by g(x,t) - t. Let R be the equivalence rela
tion on I generated by requiring 0i' 1 (mod R) and let h:I—H/R be the
canonical map; then i/R^SrS*.
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We have the diagram

(X.f)

>I/R*£S!

where p is the canonical map. Since p(x) - p(y) implies hg(x) • hg(y),
the map g* exists and is unique. This map is our candidate for the
fibering. We may take g* to be given by g'p(x,t) • e^*t. Then g' has
the bundle property with director space X and decomposing neighborhoods
homomorphic to (0,1). This is obviously true for any point g'(p(x,t))
where t ^0,1; and for t • 0, 1 it follows from an application of Lemma
2.3.
Q.E.D.
Let xQeX, and let yQt-(Xff) be given by yQ - p(xQ,0), Then
Theorem 10.3. 77n((X,f),yQ) - TTn(X,x0), n>l.
Proof:

Let bQ S1 be such that bQ - g'p(x,0). Then

(g')"^ f b0 i * P(*x[0)) is the fiber over bQ. Now p(Xx I 0 $ )
— Xf
and, writing Y

m

(X,f), the homotopy sequence of the fibering becomes

*:Wsl »bo>

^rn<x .*o>

>yo>~~>7L <sl.b0>—••;

for n > 1, we have

0

*Tl „(X,X0)

>0 ,

which Implies ftn<X ,xQ)ol ffnCt ,y )
.
Q.E.D.

S-
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We now specialize Co Che case where X is Che Corus.
Lemma 10.4.

LeC T be Che Corus , and xQeT any poinC of T. Then

1TnCr»*0) - 0, n >1.
Proof:

We have T " S1XS^. LeC q:T—be Che nacural projection

(on, for example, Che second coordinace space)*

Then q : T — i s

clearly a fibering wich Che fiber over b equal Co S*, for any b S1.
Then Che homoCopy sequence of Che fibering reduces Co
>0

>77*n(T,x0)—>0

^

2,

and so 7Tn(T,x0) "0, n^-2.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 10.5. _If (X,f) is a torus-like space, where X is Che Corus,
Chen, for any base poinC y Q £(X,f), Tf n ((X-tO »Y Q )
Proof:

m

0»

n^2.

Combine Theorem 10.3 and Lemaa 10.4.
Q.E.D.

Chapter IV. Homology groups of (T,f), with T the torus and f induced
by a unimodular matrix.
11. Finite cell complexes.
We denote the singular chain complex of a space X by S(X).
Hn(X) is the n*-*1 singular homology group of X; H (X) is the nc^ reduced
singular homology group of X, which is obtained from the augmented sin
gular complex. If f:X-—the induced map Hp(X)—>Hp(Y) will be de
noted by fp. The singular complex is too large to be useful for the
computation of the homology of a space X, and thus for a certain class
of spaces called cell complexes we shall define a different chain com
plex and show that its homology is the same as that of S(X). We first
list a definition and several standard propositions of singular ho
mology theory.
Definition. A space X is said to be contractible if there is a point
XQ€X such that

i8 a strong deformation retract of X.

Proposition 11.1. The reduced singular homology groups of a contracti
ble space are null (i.e., the trivial group) (Hilton and Wylie (8), page
317, Theorem 8.1.14).
Proposition 11.2. If Sn is the n-sphere, then
H^(Sn) - 0, i * n,
Hn(Sn) » J f

the integers

(Eilenberg and Steenrod (3), page 46, Theorem 16.6).
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Proposition 11.3. If U is a subset of X whose closure is contained in
the interior of XQ, then the injection i:X-U,X0-U—>-X,X0 *nduces

an

isomorphism in:Hn(X-U tX0~U)^Hn(XtX0)( for all n (Eilenberg and
Steenrod, op.cit.. page 199, Theorem 9.1).
Proposition 11.4. Let X • XjUx2^...l^Xn be the union of disjoint
sets each of which is closed (and therefore open) in X. Let
and let A «

a^.

U...U

Let ij:Xj,Aj—*X,A, i * l,...,n be the

inclusion maps. Then the homomorphisms ij*:Hq(Xj»Aj>—>Hq(X,A) yield
an injective representation of Hq(XtA) as a direct sum (Eilenberg and
Steenrod, op.cit.. page 33, Theorem 3.2).
We are now ready to define cell complexes and compute their
homology.
Definition. Let X be a T| topological space, and A-S-X. Then A is an
n-cell if and only if A is homeomorphic to Rn, for some n£0. (Rn is
real n-dlinensional Euclidean space.)
Definition. Let X be a T^ topological space. X is said to be a cell
complex if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. X is the disjoint union of finitely many cells, i.e.,
» a(n)
X - U 0 kJ, where k"
A
n-0 1-1 1
2. KJ -

. are the n-cells of X.
aw

(If A £=.X, A denotes the closure of A in

X.)
3. For each K^, there is a point x^€K^ such that K^"^- is a de
formation retract of

•
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Definition. The dimension of the cell complex ia the maximum n such
a(q)

that a(n) i* 0. TSP • \_J ^
q l p i«l
of X.

is called the p-dimensional skeleton
1

In order to compute the homology of a cell complex, we shall
define a new chain complex, SC(X). We first must compute the homology
of (KP.KP"1). Let
a(n)
0 (K? " *?) ^or p ^0. The inclusion map 1;KP,kP
1-1

LP • KP

—*KP,LP

induces a homomorphlsm i^:Hq(K^KP"^)—^Hq(RP,LP).
Proposition 11.5.

is an isomorphism for all q.

Proof: We need the following lemma.
Lemma 11.6. Kq~* is a deformation retract of Lq.
Proof:

K^""! is a deformation retract of K*!"* U(K^- x^) for i* l,...^(q).

Since (K<l-1U(Kj- xg))H(K^U(KJ- x^)) - K*!"1 for i ^ j, the homotopies defining
agree on
H:Lqxl

as a deformation retract of the K^~*U(Kq - xq)

and may be used to define the needed homotopy
>Kq"1.
Q.E.D.

We have the following commutative diagram
—*Hi<K q " X )—>%(K«l) —*1^<K q ,K q " 1 )—(K^ 1 )—(K 4 !)
»i
^HJ(Lq)

(Kq)

1-1

(Kq ,Lq>

gi-l

»•* • .

Both sequences are exact, g^ and g^.i are isomorphisms since they are
induced by the identity map, and f^ and f^.j ere isomorphisms by the
preceding lemma. Hence, by the Five-lemma, i^ is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 11.7. H^RPjRP-1) « 0, q + p
Hp(Kp,Kp"*)

J9 Jd ...D J, «(p) copies of the

Integers, J.
Proof:

The case p • 0 is trivial, since K~* is empty. Now let p> 0.

Clearly, rP~*^.LP; furthermore, RP"* is closed in X, since
iFT^.KP-1, hence Rp"* is closed in KP.
LP • KP -

^xP,...,xP^^ . Since X is a

closed in X, so

{?i »• *• »x£(p)f

We have
space, each

is clo8ed in x»

thu® lP is

is
°Pen

in rP»

and the closure of RP~* is contained in the interior of Lp. We may
apply Proposition 11.3 and obtain
a(p) „ a(P>
_ „
H.(KP,LP)S H.((J RP.O (Kp - xP)) .

J-l
However, rJ -

rJ&CP

J-l

.
, so Kj -

a(p)
Q kJ . Therefore,

^a(p)
a(p)
n
TTP II II R? • KP, and hence K? is closed in I) RP. By Proposition
1
J
j-l
j-l
a(P>
11.4, H4(KP,LP)=
j-l

H (RP,RP - XP) (direct sum).
1
J J

For i • l,...,a(p), we have an exact sequence

/
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and since Kj is homeomorphic to R**,

is contractible,"H^(K^) • 0 for

all J, and H^KP.kJ-XJ)=Hu1(kP-XJ). Now,

and by

Proposition 11.2,
H1.1(SP'1) - 0, 1-1 * p-1 or i + p
• J , i-1 • p-1 or i • p.
The proposition now follows immediately.
q.E.D.

We now can define s£(X). We take S£<X) - H^KP.KP"1)
and we define the boundary operator by use of the exact sequence. We
have sequences
••• —»H (KP.KP" 1 )—(KP" 1 )
p
p-1
•

•Hp.^KP"2)

>H

MIp.jOcP"1)

,(KP)—»•••
p-1

and

^Hp.^KP'^RP'2)—•••• which may be

combined as

d.
»H (KP.KP-1)
P\
N.

• >Hp L
tOCP-1)
"

>

S

d
!cC
P

p-l
N
hp-1(kp"1,kp"2)

I
and we define d£:s£<X)-» sJ.^X) by d£ - rfmldp. That d^d^ - 0
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follows from the diagram

I
d
->H (KP^KP"1)—-—.(KP"1)-

jc
dP
rP"1
>Hp-1<kP"*)

P l>

J/

Vl<rP"* »rP"2)

P"1

•

Hp-2(rP'2>

dp-l

rp-2

VI
>H„-2<KP

r D-2

-2*>

>

^Hp^ 2 (kP" 2 ,KP- 3 )

Elf

i

I

using the exactness of the middle row.
Definition. Given cell complexes Xj,X2

an<

*

a ma P

f:*i—>X2, f is said

to be a cellular map if f(K^J)I™.f(Kjj) for all q, where
q-skeletons of Xj,

respectively. Furthermore, a cellular map f

induces a chain map fc, fjj - FQJSJJO^)- HQ(KJ

8ince fqd^l

" ^rd "

are the

rd*

.KJ"1)-S£<X2),

• <W^1 '

Proposition 11.8. The inclusion jptKP*"*—>X, p£0, induces a homomorphism J :H (KP*1)—«P(X). Then _JP !• an isomorphism for all p and if
f:Xj—>Xj i« • cellular map, the diagram
p+1.
I?
)

H (Ki
p

f kr1
*

p+1

M*r >

^p
-

> Hp(X2)

is commutative.
Proof: We proceed by induction on dim X.
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dim X • 0 or 1; Then X » K1 - K2 - ..., hence H0(Kl) - H0(X),
H^K2) - H^X)
Tt - n > 1;
•

HpCKP+J) - Hp(X) t etc.
For p+l< n, we have the exact sequence

^Vl<Kn

~^Hp<Rn'L>

1
'*"

where itK"'1—>Kn Is the injection.

Hp(Kn)

Hp(Kn,Kn-1)—>•••

But since p+1<n,

Vl(Kn.Kn'1) " Hp(^-n»Kn_1) - 0, by Proposition 11.7, so £ is an iso
morphism. But by the Inductive hypothesis, Jp:Hp(KP**)—*Hp(Kn"*) is
an isomorphism t taking X • K11"1. So we have Hp(Kp+*)- Hp(Kn) - Hp(X),
since X • Kn» and the Isomorphism is Induced

by the inclusion

JpSK^1—»X. For pfl^n, X - ¥**1, hence ^(K^1) - Hp(X).
Q.E.D.
i

Proposition 11.9. Hp(X) • 0 for p>dimX.
Proof: If dim X •0, X is a finite set. The proposition then follows
from Proposition 11.2 and Proposition 11.4. Suppose dim X • n >1.
We have, for i > n, the exact sequence
•••

^(K11"1)

^(K11)

»H1<K.ntK,l~l)—>••• .

By the induction assumption H^(Kn"^) *• 0, and by Proposition 11.7,
Hj/K^K11"1) - 0.
Q.E.D.

Proposition 11.10. For every cell complex X there is an isomorphism
t(J:H<1(X)—*Hjj(X) for all q, such that if f:X—>Y is a cellular map, the
diagram

»„«>•
I1

>Hq(X)

Hq(Y)

"^Hq(Y)

is commutative.
Proof:

By Proposition 11.8, there is an isomorphism

J q ~ * : H q ( X ) — . Consider the following commutative diagram.
I

-

^

Hq-l(Kq"2)

Vi(K<,+l-K<,)

\
c
^q+1
^V^q+l
rq
H (K4!*1)

(Kl)

^
dq
»H (K<1.K*!"1)
•H
\

v
Hq(xq+1)

dC

i^"1)
rq-l

H .l(Kq*l,Kq"2)
q

,Kq)

i
By Proposition 11.7, Hq(Kt|+*fKq) "__0.
HqOC*1"*) •

>

By Proposition 11.9,

- 0. The diagram thus reduces to

dq+l

•Hq(Kq)

5->H (Kq ,Kq*1)—
q

rq-i

^,.l(Kq"l,Kq"2)

Hq^1)

I
Now, rq and rq_i are nxmomorphisms, _i is an epiroorphism.
H (Kq+1)
q

We have

- In i=Hq(Kq)/Ker i - Hq(Kq)/In» d^

= Im W1"dq+l>

= Ker

V1" dS+l

- Ker dq/lm djj^ - Hq(X) .
1
c
The composition of jq" and these isomorphisms gives tqSHq(X)^Hq(X)
—

Finally, let £ be a cellular map. Since f commutes with Jp

JL, and r, the diagram involving tq is commutative.

12*

Computation of homology of a complex by use of a surjective
chain map.
It is well known that surjectivity or lnjectlvity of a chain

map does not necessarily imply the same properties for the induced
homology homomorphlsms.

However, in the computation of the homology

of a topological space which arises from another space by identlfication of certain slubsets , it is frequently useful to compute from the
complex associated with the original space. The following propositions
justify this procedure.
Theorem 12.1.

Let f:C—>D be a chain map such that f :C
n n

>D is
n

surjective for all n. We may then construct a new chain complex C* »
where

• Cn/Ker fn, such that Hn(C')= Hn(D).

Proof: Since fn is surjective, Dn= Cn/Ker fn. Let PnsC^—*Cn/Ker fn
be the canonical homomorphlsm, and let
isomorphism such that

fn*

w®

thus have the diagram
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shall write

—»-Dn be the unique
for Cn/Ker fn, and

The next step Is to define d^:C^—^Cj^. Let xtC^, and choose
any c£Cn such that pn(c) «• x. Define d^(x) « Pn-ldn(c)*

This defini

tion is independent of the choice of c, for if also Pn(c') • *» then
fn(c) - fn(c*) and hence dnfn(c) - dnfn(c*); but dflfn - fnmi*n» so
fn-ldn<c>

- *n-ldn<c'>-

fn-lpn-ldn^

Now» £n-l

" fn-lpn-ldn^c'^ *

Pn-ldn(c> " Pn-ldn*c'>*

" £A-lPn-l»

80

but fn-l ia an isomorPh,-8m» ao

AIbo» dA-ldA

" 0:

that PN(C)• x; then d„(x) " Pn-ldn^c^ *

lf xCCn» choo8e c€c
8uch
n

and 8*nce the

boundary d^ is

independent of the choice of c, we have
dA-l<dA<x»

" Pn-2dn-l(dn(c» " pn-2dn-ldn<c> " 0 •

Thus, if we can show that f':C'—*D is a chain map, the proposition is
proved. Let x€C^; then x • pn(c) for some cCCn, so
" V«<c>

V;<*> -

m fn-lVc>

" £A-lPn-ldn<<>

" fi-lK<*> •
Q.E.D.

Theorem 12.2. Let Bn • ditf-l(Cn+l)•

Tlien

H^D^d^OCer fn.!)/(Bn + Ker f„).
Proof; Suppose d^(x) "0,*eC^. Then, for any c€Cn such that
Pn(c)• x, we

must have Pn-ldn(c) ™

or

dn(c)€Ker fn-l» hence

dn(c)€Ker fn-1 or ctdjj1 (Ker fn_i>. Conversely, if c€d~l(Ker fn.j)»
then d^(pn(c)) "0. Hence the n-cycles of C* are given by
p„(d;1(Ker

- d;l(K.r £^>7Ker £„ .

Now suppose there is ytC^.^ such that x » d^+1(y) and let c*Cn
be such that Pn(c)• x,

such that p^^c')• y. Then
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Pndon(c') " * " Pn<c> »

So

Pn<c " dt*u(c')> - 0 , or c-d^Cc'JtKer fn.

Thus , c(Bn + Ker fn. Now suppose c(Cn, c - d^jCc^+c", where
c'^Ker fn. Then
Pn<c> * Pndn+l<c'>

+

Pn<c">

" Pndirfl<c')

Hence the n-boundaries of C* are given by
pn(Bn + Ker fn) » (Bn + Ker fn)/Ker fn.
Therefore,
H„(D) = Hn<C'> " ^n1**" fn-l)/Ker 'n^^n* Ker fn>/Ker fn>
3 d;!(Ker f„.i)/(Bn + Ker fn) .
Q«E«D«

13. Homology groups of (T,f).
In this section, we consider only torus-like spaces given by
(T ,f) , where T is the torus and f is induced by a unimodular matrix,
/ a b\
[
} , whose entries are integers. Throughout this section*
U d /
a b
, and p:Txl—>-(T,f) is the canonical map.

A -

c d
Let F:R2—>R2 be given by F(x,y) •(ax+by, cx+dy). Then, as in
Chapter I, F induces the map f:T—*T.
Since T is path-connected, so are T*I and (T,f), hence the
homology group is obvious (Hilton and Wylie (8), page 345, Theorem
8.8.2).
Theorem 13.1. H0((T,f)) ° 3

r

To determine the higher-dimensional homology groups of (T,f),
we shall successively construct cellular decompositions for T, Txl, and
(T,f), and apply the methods of sections 11 and 12. First the torus:
Let q:R2—*T be the canonical map, and let L^ be the line y » 0, L2 the
line x - 0. Now, T - (qF(L1)UqF(L2)L/q(L1)U q(L2)) is a disjoint
union of 2-cells, 6^,...,Ge> e some integer -1. As for a determination
of the 0- and 1-cells , this depends on the entries of the matrix A. We
first select the 0-cells.

If b • 0, then a "1, since A is unimodu

lar; and thus qF(L^) • q(L^). In this case (also in the case a • 0,
b • 1), we take as the only 0-cell common to q(L]) and qF(Lj) the
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point q(0,0).

If ab / 0, then qF(L^) Intersects q(Lj) in exactly |a I

points (including q(0,0)), and we take these points to be the O-cells
common to q(L^) and qF(Lj). Similarly, we select O-cells common to
qF(Lj) and qCL^), qF(L2) and q(L^), and qF(L2) and qCL^)*
r distinct O-cells,

This gives

where r^l. Now, q(L^) -

is the disjoint union of s l-cells, K},.».,KS, with s^-1;
l(l>2) *

is the disjoint union of t l-cells,

qF(Lj) - |LHj,...,Hr) is the disjoint union of u l-cells, N^,...,Nu;
and finally, qF(L2) -

is the disjoint union of v l-cells,

Wj||••|Wy «
It is easy to check that these l-cells, together with the pre
viously selected 0- and 2-cells, give us a cellular decomposition of
the torus. Similarly, letting Gj_ " f"l(Gj), Hj[ •
M[ - f"l(M1), N| » f"1(N1), and

, K|• f-l(Kj),

» f"l(Wt), we obtain another

cellular decomposition of T.
Using these decompositions of T, we next construct a cellular
decomposition of Txl. For the single 3-cell we take
x - (T - (q(L1)\Jq(L2)))*(0,l).

As the 2-cells we take

Yj - (qO^) - q(0,0»x(0,l), Y2 - (q(L2) - q(0,0))x(0 ,1), in addition to
Gjx ^1}

G^x ^l] , and G^ jo}

GeX \oJ ; for simplicity, we

shall, wherever possible, write Gj[ instead of Gj^x £lj- , and Gj_ instead
of Gjx {0} . For l-cells we take Z« -{jj(0,0)}"x(0,1) together with all
Ktx (0 \ , M£x [0\ , NjX (o) , Wtx \o\

and K[x ^l} , Mjx [l } , N[x ^lj ,

W^x |_11 ; for the O-cells we take all H^x -fo} and all Hjx(l} ; we
will use the same notational simplification for the 0- and l-cells as
for the 2-cells.
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This cellular decomposition for Txl in turn gives rise to one
for (T,f), consisting of the p-images of the cells making up Txl; we
observe that the p-image of a "primed" cell of Txl is identical with
that of the corresponding "unprimed" cell, e.g., p(Gp • p(G^). We
summarise the preceding discussion as
Lemma 13.2.
1)

Let p:TxI—>(T,f) be the canonical map. Then
"^X, Yj, ^2* ®1»***» ®e'
|t•• »Kg |Mj^

•••»
,...,

,.»• » Wv , W'!••• i w;, Hji«>. i

, N^,..., Nu,
!••• i

J- , as de~

fined above, is a cellular decomposition for Txl;
2)

{p(X> , p(Yj),

$ PCG^ »••• , p(Gg), p(Z), p(K^),...,

p(Kg) > p(Mp ,.•., p(M^), p(Nj) »•• • i p0*u), p(Wp ,••• i
P(wv)» POU)»**«» P(Hr)}

i8 a

cellular decomposition

for (T,f);
3) p is a cellular map with respect to the decomposition in 1)
and 2);
4) P(GJ) - pCGj), 1 £ i *e,
pOCp-pOq), l*i6s,
pCMp-pCMi), l^iit,
pCNp-pCNp, l*i^u,
p(W[) - p(Wt), 1* i £ v,
p(Hj) - pCHj), 1-i^ r.
We shall first determine the homology homomorphisms induced by
f and then* using this information, compute the homology groups of
(T,f). It is well known (Hilton and Wylie (8), page 132) that the
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homology groups of the torus , Tt are H2(T) - J, Hj(T) • J* J, H0(T)» J;
all other groups are trivial.

Denote by f*# f*, f^ the homology iso

morphisms induced by f.
Lemma 13*3.

Let 1 be a generator of H2(T). Then
f$(l) - l, if
- -1, if

A - i,
A - -1.

Proof: Tx {o} is a deformation retract of T*I, and so ^(T)^ ^(Txl).
We select generators of the groups of the cellular complex of Txl as
c
follows: Let x be any generator of S3(TxI), and choose generators g^,
c
g[ of S2(TXI) corresponding to
» Gj such that
e

d3<*)

"

e
8i • 51 Si •
i-1
i-1

These, of course, are not all the generators of S2(TxI), but they are

all we are interested in at the moment.

e
e
Then ^gj, *nd
i-1
i-1

represent the same generator of H2(T). Hence we may determine the
homology homomorphism of f by use of the map f':Tx (l)—*• Tx (oj

given

by f'(t,l) - (f(t),0). This map is cellular with respect to the cellu
lar with respect to the cellular decompositions of Tx \j.} , Tx {o} in
duced by the decomposition of Txl. Now, f'(Gp - G^, and so fjj(0 • 1
or -1 according as f^CBp * 8i or "Ri»
flC<d2<8i»

and

^8i^ "

and on*y

"" d2<6i).

We need only determine what fj0 does to one g^. Select a gj^
such that (q(0,0),l)fcGj.
of the

Now, q-^Gj) (here we take the G[^-T, instead

Txl) is a disjoint union of open sets and we select any one

G^' such that (0,0)€G^. Then f'(G') - qF(Gpx {o} , and (0,0)CF(Gp.
Both g£ and F(GJ|) are polygons whose boundaries are made up of line seg
ments, and in each case precisely two of these segments Intersect at
(0,0). For G^', let <*' be the generator of H^(TxI) corresponding to the
1-cell which is the q-image of the open-ended segment on the clockwise
side of

the generator corresponding to the 1-cell which is the

q-image of the open-ended segment on the counterclockwise side of G^,
c

i

chosen so that dj (g^)•£*'-^3'+...; similarly choose

correspond

ing to the clockwise and counterclockwise side of F(G'p , so that
df(8i.) •«*-/3-K..

For the rest of the l-cells, we choose generators in any way
we like, requiring only
f^c(w|) *"

" n£ 1

" k i»

" ""i»

» where nj is the generator corresponding to N|, etc. It

is apparent that our previous choice satisfies this condition; in fact,
we forced this condition, since we may choose generators h^,
sponding to

corre

such that fpC(h£) • h^.

If V is a finite dimensional vector space over R, an orienta
tion to V is a function h from the set of bases of V to -^1,-1J- , such
that if B, B' are two bases of V, and A is the matrix of the transfor
mation which takes B to B', then h(B)h(B')det(A)•> 0. This coincides
with the familiar notion of orientation in
308, Remarque 4, for details). Hence if

(see Godement (6), page
• -1, F reverses the sense

of angles and if ^ - 1, F preserves the sense of angles.
Now, if A - 1, we have f^c(<*')

»

and

hence

" Sp if A - -1, then f[c(o<») -^9 , f, C ( f 3') -«*» and hence
f2C(8j>

" -«i •

Q.E.D.

We now choose generators for all the groups of the cellular com
plex, once and for all. In the plane, consider the segments

*3 " F < X l>»

lU

" F<12)*

N o w » I I"

18 the diS"

joint union of open intervals K®,...,K°, which are in 1-1 correspondX

0

ence with the l-cells, K. ,...,K . For each of the H.'s involved select
I
s
l
a generator h^, and for each

select a generator k^ such that if h^

corresponds to the endpoint of the K° farthest from (0,0), and hj^ cor
responds to the endpoint of K° closest to (0,0), then d^(k^) «

•

Proceeding similarly, select generators m^ for the M^'s and generators
h^ for the H^'s involved. At this stage, generators corresponding to
all the Hi's will have been chosen.
responding to the

Now choose generators n^, w^ cor-

, W^ such that if h^ corresponds to the endpoint

of, for example, N° closest to (0,0), and h^ corresponds to the endpoint farthest from (0,0), then dj(n^) - h^ -h^ . Renumbering, if nec1.
2
essary, so that
- p(q(0,0)x {o}- ), select generators z corresponding
to Z and h[ corresponding to

such that d^(z) » h£ - h^. Then we

proceed as before, selecting generators corresponding to the rest of
the HJ , and to the

, M[, N[, and

, denoting these by h^,

,

, and w£, respectively.
For the 2-cells

and Y2 select generators yj and yj such that

i »
generators g^ corresponding to

e
such that 2gi ia a cycle,
i-1
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and generators g| corresponding to

» x corresponding to X such that

e

d°(x) -

c
gt - 2Tg[ .
1-1
i-1

Theorem 13.4. H3«T,f)) - J, if A - 1,
"0, if

- -1.

Proof: We recall the cellular decomposition of (T,f) given by Lemma
13.2, and that p:TxI

KT,f) is a cellular map with respect to this

decomposition and that of Txl.

We then have

a surjective chain map

pc:Sc(TxI)—»Sc((T,f))f and we may use the results of Section 12. In
dimension 3, we have the following:
i. A . i. Then djr (sJ(TxI)) - 0, Ker p| - 0, Ker p| - the
group generated by all g^-gj> i • l»...,e, by Lemma 13.3.
e.
^.
is the group generated by > g^ gj*
i-1
i-1

d|(S|(TxI))

c c
c
Hence d^S^TxI)) Ker P2 is

e
e
the group generated by /EL gj g] , and (dS)"^(Ker p£) -S^(TxI)'SJ.
i-1
i-1
The result follows from Theorem 12.2.
II. A . -i. The only thing changed is that now Ker pj - the
group generated by all gj+gJ» by Lemma 13.3.

Hence

d5(s|(TxI»riKer pj - 0, and <d|)-l(Ker p£) - 0.
Q.G.D.

Lemma 13.5. There is a basis for HjCO such that the matrix of f*,
with respect to this basis, is

c: •

Proof: In the manner of the proof of Lemma 13.3, we may take
s
t
k • > kj, m m£ as representatives of a basis for Ho(T).
i-1
i-1
u
v
Moreover, ^ nj • n' and
w! - w' are, respectively, reprosentai-1
i-1
aim

tives of the same basis elements.

We determine the effect of f^ on the

elements represented by k and m by considering facting on n* and w*.
u
v
u
Now f' (n') « ^ n , and f'c(w') w , but
n
1
1
i-1 1
i-1 1
i-1

is homologous to

ak + cm, for if we take the cellular decomposition of the plane given
by taking q"1 of all G^'s, H^'S, K^'S, M^'S, N^'S, and W^'s, we find
that the qc image of the cellular 2-chain in the plane given by the sum
of the generators (multiplied by 1) corresponding to those 2-cells in
closed in the triangle bounded by the segment from (0,0) to (a ,c), the
segment from (0,0) to (a ,0), and the segment from (a ,0) to (a ,c), is a
cellular 2-cycle whose boundary is
u_
ak + cm -

v
n^. Similarly,

i»l

„ w^, is homologous to bk + dm.
i-1
Q» E.D•

Theorem 13.6. H2((T,f))= J® Ker (f* - IL), if

A - 1»

H2((T,f))^ J2® Ker (f* - 1^ , if

A-

-1,

where J2 is the integers mod 2.
A
Proof: ZA A l, B2 is generated by

e
i-1

ated by all g^-gj^ i

Ker

e
gj -

g! ; Ker p2 is generi-1

is generated by kj_-k£, m^-m^, n^-n^, w^-w£.
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c -1
JL
e
(d^)~ (Ker p^) 1B generated by ^ gt, 2— g[, all gi"g[, and all linear
i-1
i-1
+ n(y2+0<'2) »

combinations

that

, oc2 are cellular 2-cycles

not involving y^, y2 and satisfying the three conditions
B
t
(i) pfdo<yi+*i> " <*-1)21 K + c^>_ m f
i i
as
t
(ii) PidoCyo+^o) " b^I k. + (d-1)21 m,, and
Z
L
i-1 1
i-1 1

- (:" :j(:) • (:) •
(That 8uchc\^,o<2 exist is shovm in the proof of Lemma 13.5; whether
such m and n exist depends on the matrix.) Notice that if we fix^
ando<2

to be

the 2-cycles used in Lemma 13.5, then all other 2-cycles

satisfying these requirements differ from

by elements of

(d2)~*(Ker p|). Hence we may take as generators of (d^'^Ker p2),
e
e
2_. gif 51 g^»

a11

8i"8l»

and

all elements m(y1+°f'1) + n(y2+y2), where

m and n satisfy (iii) and ^» <*2

are c^ese

2-cycles. These last

elements generate a direct summand of (d2)"^(Ker p£) whose intersection
with B2 + Ker p2 is the trivial group.

Therefore, this direct summand

is isomorphic to a direct summand of H2((T,f)) by Theorem 12.2. Lemma
13.3 implies this direct summand is isomorphic to Ker(f^ - 1^). The
quotient with respect to B2 + Ker p2 of the direct summand of
c -1
c
(d2)~ (Ker pj) generated by

e

e
gi»

i-1

g[ »
i-1

a**d

all g^-gi

i8 the

group
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e
freely generated by the equivalence class of

g>, and this class is
i-1

not the zero class.
A
e
e
• -1» B2 is generated by
gA g!; Ker
i-1
i-1 1
ments of the form
wi v

" i*

Since

Ker p® by all elements

A - -1. f2 C d§(gp " "d2^8i^
e

is generated by
i-1

e
^ gj »
i-1 1

by all ele-

m^-m* ,

and therefore

»

and

(d^)~^(Ker P^)

and elements mCy.-HO + n(y94^,,), as
*

before. The elements mCyj+Xj) + n(y2+<*2)

as

*n t'ie Precedi"g case give

us a direct summand of HjCO^f)) isomorphic to Ker (fj - Ij)i the other
c •1
c
direct summand of (d2) (Ker p^) gives a group of order 2 generated by
e
the class of JL. gj.
i-1
Q.E.D.
Theorem 13.7. ^((T.f))«

(I^OO/Im (fj - IL)) t where ^ denotes

the identity map of H^(T).
Proof:

Bj is generated by the boundaries of all g^ and g^, together

with the boundaries of y^ and y2» Ker p^ is generated by all
m^-m^, nt-n[, and w^-w^; Ker p£ is generated by all h£-h[i
8
(dj)"1(Ker p£) is generated by z, Z.
i-1
u.

u
v
v
n^, si., nj^, /. w^,
w* , boundaries of

mi n,

" i * ni"nl*

for

s
, «•" .
i-1

and wi*wi*

We now

t

t
m^, >

m[,

and gj, and k^-kj^ >

°^ta^n equivalent sets of generators

+ Ker pj and (d^)~*(Ker p£) which simplify the calculation of

the quotient group. First consider B^ + Ker pj.

We have
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t
d«(y,)

V
mi

1

^

i —1
0
H•

d|(y,) "Ek,- i" n'
i-1
i-1

••

i-1

8

wl

u
kt -

i-1
t

x: m
i-1

n
i-1

v
- 2= Wt aa generators in place of do(yi)» djCyj). From the
i-1
U_

proof of Lemma 13.3,

8
_
differs from aji_ k^ + c
i-1

n
i-1

m. by the

boundary of a 2-cycle involving only gj/s. Thus we may replace
s
u
_8
t_
jL. k£ - '2S n. by (a-l)^_ L + c2i nij as a generator of B^ + Ker pf,
i-1
i-1
i-1
i-1
8_
t
and similarly we may use b^S- kj + (d-1)}>
m^ in place of
i-1
i-1
t_
v_.
i5" m* - ^ w^, so our generators of B, + Ker pf are
i-1
i-1
S
t
8
t
(a-l)]L_ k^ + cDp b2._ k. + (d-l)!>—m^ , the boundaries of all
i-1
i-1
i-1
i-1
and g£, and kj-k£,

, ni"ni» wi'wi*

In the

generators of

s
jt_
u
jv
(d?)~*(Ker pc), we may dispense with 2i- k!,
mi ,
n!, and ^r._ w' ,
1
°
i-1 x i-1 1 i-1 1
i-1
s.
since we have, for example, both

k^ and all k.-kj. Furthermore, we
i-1

s_
need only use

t

k^ and
i-1

u_
m^, since J?,".., ni differs from a linear comi-1
i-1

bination of these elements by a

Bum

of boundaries of g^'s, and these ele

ments are contained in (d|)"*(Ker p£); similarly for
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v

8

w..
i-1

1

Hence a set of generators for (df)"*(Ker pc) is z, all y'k4,
1
°
i-1 1

t
, m^-m[, n i" n l» w i" w i •

, m., all

an^ the

boundaries of all g^ and

i-1

g|. Since the intersection of the direct summand of (d®)""*(Ker p£)
generated by z with B^ + Ker p£ is the trivial group,
(dj)"^(Ker P^)/(Bj + Ker pj) is the direct sum of a group isomorphic to
the subgroup generated by z (which in turn is isomorphic to J) and a
group isomorphic to the quotient of the subgroup of (d®)"*(Ker p^) gen
erated by the generators of (dJ)(Ker p®) other than z, with respect to
B} + Ker p®. The latter direct surnnand is Isomorphic to the quotient
s

of the group generated by

t
k. and 7 ' mj by the subgroup generated
i-1
i-1

s
t
s
t
by (a-1) "/l k^ + c
mj, and b / , k^ + (d-1) /., m.. By Lemma 13.3,
i-1
i-1
1-1
1-1
this is Isomorphic to Hj(T)/lm (f* Q.E.D.
The actual computation of these homology groups can easily be
carried out.
/a-i
matrix (
\c

Since H1(T)^J®J and the transformation f* -

has the

b

\
J , the determination of H^(T)/lm (fj^ - Ij) reduces
d-1 /

to finding (by elementary transformations of matrices) the numbers
which are called "invariant factors" or "elementary divisors" of this
matrix. If m, n are these numbers, then Hj(T)/Im (f* where J - J/nJ. Also, Ker (f? - I,)
is a free group and it is easy
1
m
*

to see that its rank is equal to the rank of the free part of
H^CO/lm (f^ - ip , i.e., to 0,1,2 according as neither, one, or both of
the invariant factors m, n are zero. Thus the homology groups of (T,f)
are completely determined by the determinant of the matrix
/a b\
/a»l
A - I
I and the invariant factors of A-I - f
\c d/
\c

b
d-i

Chapter V. On finding necessary conditions for homeomorphism of torus
like spaces.
14. Some connections with algebraic number theory.
An interesting conjecture in the case of the Hilbert-domain
problem is that integral similarity of matrices A and B is not only a
sufficient condition for homeomorphism of the spaces (T, f^) and
(T, fg), as shown in Theorem 3.1, but is also necessary. This conjec
ture is, unfortunately, false.
By Theorem 3.2, (T, fA)-~.(X, f^-l) »

an<*

thus if the above con

jecture were true, we would have A similar to A-"* for every unimodular
matrix A with integer entries. That this is not the case is shown as
follows.
Proposition 14.1.

(a
Let A « I
\c

b\
1 be a unimodular matrix with integer
d /

entries which is integrally similar to its inverse. Then
1) If ad - be • -1, A • A"l.
2) If ad - be • 1, A is integrally similar to its transpose At.

Proof:

/-d
1) Since ad - be « -1, A"1 - (

b \
}. Similarity of A and

A-1 requires a+d • -a-d, or a+d - 0. Therefore,
A -(
\c

V A"1 - /
-a/
\c

b)
,

and A - A"*.

-a/
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/ d
2i) Since ad - be • 1, A"1 « j
0 1 )/ «

c \ /O

-1\

/ d

-1 0 I lb d / \ 1

0/

I -c

0

-h\
I . But

-b .
. "A" 1 .
a

1

If we let R -

, then A"* • RAtR"^. By assumption, there is an
-1 0

integral unimodular matrix P such that A • PA'^-P"*.

Therefore,

A - PA-1P"1 - PRAtR"1P"1 - (PRJA'CPR)*1.
Q.E.D.
Let us next recall the following results from algebraic number
theory (see, e.g., Weiss (13)). A quadratic field F is a quadratic ex
tension of the rationals Q. An integer in F is any element which satisfied a monic polynomial with rational integer coefficients; the set of
Integers in F forms a ring, R. An integral basis of F is a pair of in
tegers of F which forms a basis for R as a module over the rational in
tegers. A non-trivial finitely generated R-module contained in F is
called a fractional ideal of F. Then any ideal of R (in the ringtheoretic sense) is a fractional ideal of F. A fractional ideal Ol of
F is called a principal ideal if C\.• xR, for some x F. Then the set I
of fractional ideals forms an abelian group under multiplication, with
R as the identity, and the set H of principal ideals forms a subgroup.
The quotient group, I/H, is called the ideal class group of F; let us
denote by els Ot the ideal class of the ideal &i •
Proposition 14.2. (Taussky (11) and (12)) Let f be an irreducible
quadratic polynomial with coefficients in Q, 0 a complex root of f such
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that 1,9 form an integral basis of Q(0), and let 7l7(f»0) denote the set
of all 2x2 matrices A with rational integer entries such that f(A) * 0.
Then
1) Given A*?77(ft0), there is a characteristic vector o<for A,
relative to 0, whose components lie in Q(0), and thus generate an ideal
Id ©< of Q(O).
2)

I f a n y other vector with the same properties aso<,

then els(Ido<) - els(Id jb). In particular, each A determines in this
way a unique ideal class Q(A) in I/H (the ideal class group of Q(9)).
3) For A,Bf^/(f,0), A and B are integrally similar if and only

if C (A)

- (®(B).

4) The mapping (£ :7ft(f,0)—*I/H is surjective.
5) Q(A) has inverse £ (Afc) in I/H (recall A<$7(f»0) if «nd
only if Atv/^(ff0)( so that this statement is meaningful).
Combining the preceding two propositions, it is evident that
if ad - be - 1, the matrix is similar to its inverse only under rather
involved number-theoretic conditions. In particular, the conjecture
mentioned earlier is not true.
Additional information is available to us concerning the possi
ble limitations in determining necessary conditions for homeoniorphism
of (T,fA) and (T,fg). For an arbitrary group TT and an abelian group G,
let us denote by ?/n(77»G) the nfch homology group of 77with coefficients
in G, by

the nth cohomology group of 77with coefficients in G«

Eilenberg and MacLane ((2), Theorem I( page 482) have shown that if X
is a path-connected topological space such that 7T n (X) • 0 for n>l,
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then the homology and cohomology group* of X are determined by the fun
damental group77^(X); more precisely,
Hn(X,G)^

,G),

Hn(X,G)S

»G).

where l^CX^G) denotes the n'*1 singular homology group of X with coeffi
cients in G, and Hn(X,G) denotes the n^1 singular cohomology group of X
with coefficients in G.
By the results of Section 10, the spaces (T,fA) satisfy the
hypotheses of the Eilenberg-MacLane theorem. From the results of
Section 13, it follows that the determinant of the matrix A and the in
variant factors of A-I can be recovered from the group 7^((T ,fB)) for
which we have an explicit presentation (Theorem 5.15). It seems likely
that a more detailed study of this group might yield useful information
concerning necessary conditions for homeoraorphism of torus-like spaces

(T.£A) •
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